Advanced Scheduler for Healthcare
Keeping staff available at all times is extremely important in healthcare.
Optimum staffing levels is critical to providing care, but so is appointing the right medical
designations and experience.
Advanced scheduling systems built around healthcare services can assist you in overcoming
complex scheduling dilemmas. This way you can effectively assign shifts and manage schedules
better.
Scheduling Obstacles Faced by Healthcare Organizations
Scheduling requires multi-tasking. You will need to optimize healthcare staff hours while ensuring
the caregivers with the required capabilities are available to work during requisite hours.
Coordinating schedules so that all requirements are met without burdening any one individual
can be tricky.
The stakes are high with healthcare scheduling since the wrong shift assignment can mean life or
death. If you don’t have the necessary tools to schedule out complex shifts you may be understaffed or expanding your staff indefinitely.
Not having an automated solution in place can lead to various complications. For instance,
● Scheduling employees on their days off
● Lack of uniform shift distribution
● Unauthorized shift swapping
● Sudden notice of absence
How Can an Advanced Scheduler Help the Healthcare Sector?
Automated advanced scheduling systems can simplify the entire process of scheduling. This
makes it easier for doctors, nurses, assistants, medical technicians and other caregivers to do
their job better.

1. Better Visibility into Your Workforce’s Activities
Advanced schedulers work around-the-clock. Reporting
functions can help you get a birds-eye-view of the schedule’s
current status. An interactive dashboard can be customized with
widgets of your choice.
2. Manage Time-off Requests More Efficiently
An advanced scheduler combines your scheduling and
attendance systems. This way any requests for time-off can be viewed in conjunction with
healthcare staff schedules to speed up approvals. Robust messaging tools keep
managers notified of such time-off requests and changes to schedules.
3. Enable Better Timetable Flexibility
Healthcare staff can benefit from autonomy when using an advanced scheduler. They can
swap shifts amongst themselves faster and easier. Allowing for such flexibility boosts
caregiver morale and helps them focus on their work better.
4. Develop Personalized Schedules to Meet Your Needs
Advanced scheduling can plan out shifts taking into consideration healthcare experience.
You can make a list of appropriate candidates to fill in for top healthcare personnel in the
event they can’t show up.
Advanced Scheduling allows you to synchronize shift change requests with available
healthcare staff qualifications. You can instantly view who is available to clock-in plus,
drag- and-drop features allow you to make changes immediately.
If you’re interested in advanced scheduling for your healthcare organization, JK Seva would be
happy to help. Here at JK Seva we offer an expanded variety of custom designed solutions that
are tailored to fit your exact expectations. We specialize in upgrades, implementations, training,
custom solutions and software development. Our customer focused remote and flexible teams
believe in the spirit of community when it comes to delivering comprehensive workforce
management. Leverage our capabilities for true advantage.

Visit our website to learn more
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Scheduling in the healthcare sector is inherently complex and often can be a matter of life and
death. Discover how advanced scheduling can simplify management of healthcare workers.
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